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Abstract. We describe the development of a tool, called MDM, for the

management of multiple models and the translation of database schemes.
This tool can be at the basis of an integrated CASE environment, supporting the analysis and design of information systems, that allows di erent representations for the same data schemes. We rst present a graphtheoretic framework that allows us to formally investigate desirable properties of schema translations. The formalism is based on a classi cation of
the constructs used in the known data model into a limited set of types.
Then, on the basis of formal results, we develop general methodologies
for deriving \good" translations between schemes and, more in general,
between models. Finally, we de ne the architecture and the functionalities of a rst prototype that implements the various features of the
approach.

1 Introduction
During the past decade, the availability and use of automated tools for the analysis and development of information systems have rapidly increased. It has been
observed however that, although these tools provide signicant benets to their
users with productivity gains, current systems still present various limitations.
Hence, a new generation of database design tools is currently under denition
and development with the goal of extending functionalities and improving usability 6].
One important reason for the gap between user expectations and reality is
the so-called impedance mismatch between methodologies and tools 6, Chapter
15], that is, the di erences between the model for a given methodolgy and the
model e ectively supported by a specic CASE tool. A natural way for overcoming this problem is the design of extensible systems that support multiple
data models and manage the translations of schemes from one model to another. The possibility of customizing the environment (with the denition of a
model suitable for a given methodology) is a big step towards the solution of the
impedance mismatch problem. Moreover, the availability of di erent, customdened models and their interaction is useful for a number of reasons: (i) to let
each designer work with his/her favorite model, yet allowing the exchange, reuse
?
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and integration of their work, (ii) to tackle di erent subproblems with di erent
models, suitable with the specic aspects of each, and (iii) to integrate the results of independent design activities (a need that may arise when companies
merge or get involved in a federated project).
The goal of our research is the denition of an environment that allows the
specication of conceptual data models by means of a suitable formalism called
a metamodel . Then, for any two models M1 and M2 dened in this way, and
for each scheme S1 (the source scheme ) of M1 (the source model ), it should be
possible to obtain a scheme S2 (the target scheme ) that be the translation of S1
into M2 (the target model). The solution we have proposed in our preliminary
study 3] is based on the following points:
{ Since all the constructs used in most known models fall in a rather limited
set of categories 11] (lexical type, abstract type, aggregation, generalization,
function and a few others) a metamodel can be dened by means of a basic
set of metaconstructs, corresponding to the above categories. Then, a model
can be described by dening its constructs by means of the metaconstructs in
the metamodel. It can be argued that this approach is not \complete", as it
does not cover all possible models, but it is however easily extensible: should
a model with a completely new construct be proposed, the corresponding
type could be introduced in the metamodel.
{ Since there is no clear notion of when a translation is correct (a lot of research has been conducted in the last decades on scheme equivalence with
reference to the relational model 2, 10, 15] or to heterogeneous frameworks
1, 12, 13, 14], but there is no general, agreed denition) we follow a pragmatic approach. We assume that the constructs that correspond to the same
metaconstruct have the same semantics, and then we dene translations
that operate on individual constructs (or simple combinations thereof) as
follows: for each construct x of the source scheme such that there is no construct of the same type in a target model M , we try to replace x by other
constructs which are instead allowed in M . This work is supported by the
use of a predened set of elementary transformations which implement the
standard translations between constructs studied in the literature 6] (which
we assume to be correct by denition)3 . Thus, a complex translation can be
obtained just as composition of elementary steps.
To the best of our knowledge, there is not much literature related to the problem
we tackle and the goal we set. Some work exists on the idea of a metamodel for
the representation of models 5, 12], but the goal is more on the integration of
heterogeneous databases in a federated environment 16] than on the translation
of schemes to generic target models.
The approach has been studied within a graph-theoretic framework that allows us to dene in an uniform way schemes and models 4]. In this framework
a model M is dened by means of a set of patterns P , directed graphs whose
3
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nodes have di erent types (corresponding to the basic metaconstructs we mentioned above, such as lexical, abstract, aggregation and function) and edges have
ranges as labels. A partial order can be introduced on patterns, which, suitably
extended, becomes a lattice on sets of patterns. Elementary transformations are
described on the basis of the patterns they eliminate and the patterns they introduce: clearly, this is only part of their description (we say this is the signature
of a basic translation, as opposed to its implementation), but it is sucient for
studying general properties of translations. Using this description we are able
to dene and characterize desirable properties of translations, and to develop
general methodologies for the automatic generation of translations that satisfy
such properties. The results are obtained in an elegant way by means of the
lattice framework on patterns.
On the basis of these results, we have dened functionalities and architecture of a rst prototype of the system which is currently under development at
University of Rome \La Sapienza". On this system, we are testing the various
features of the approach in an important case which involves the various versions
of the Entity-Relationship model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we informally describe our
graph-theoretic framework (presented in 4]). In Section 3, we develop practical methods for deriving translations between models and between schemes of
di erent models. In Section 4, we discuss operational issues and present the
architecture of a rst prototype of the system. In Section 5 we show a brief
example of application of our methodology. Finally, in Section 6, we draw some
conclusions.

2 A formal approach to the problem
2.1 Structures and Patterns
We have introduced a graph-theoretic formalism that allows us to dene in an
uniform way schemes and models 4]. In this framework, the components of the
metamodel are represented by a xed set of node types N and a xed set of
edge types E . In the following, we will refer to a (simple) metamodel that consists of three types of nodes, corresponding to abstracts (denoted by the symbol
4), aggregations (), and lexicals (2) and six types of edges, corresponding to
functions (denoted by !), multivalued functions (!!), components of aggregation (;;;.), keys of aggregation (;;;
 .), keys of abstract (;!
 ) and subset relations
between abstracts ()). We point out however that the approach can handle a
variety of metamodels 4].
Two main notions have been introduced for describing schemes and models:
the notion of a structure, a directed acyclic graph whose nodes and edges are
elements of the metamodel, and the notion of a pattern, a tree whose nodes
and edges are elements of the metamodel and where the edges have ranges as
labels. Roughly speaking, a range denotes the number of times a certain edge can
appear in a structure. Thus, a pattern describes a collection of structures that

involve a specic composition of metaconstructs. A mapping between structures
and sets of patterns can be easily dened, so that, given a set of patterns P
and a structure S , we can verify whether S is an instance of (that is, can be
described by) P . The set of all instances of a set of patterns P is denoted by
Inst (P ).
Figure 1 shows an example of a set of patterns and Figure 2 one of its
instances (n is a parameter denoting a xed integer). The instances of this set
of patterns may be: (1) isolated abstracts with key combined with (monovalued
or multivalued) functions from abstracts to lexicals (pattern P1), and (2) (oneto-many or many-to-many) binary aggregations of abstracts combined as above
(patterns P2 and P3 ).
P1:

P2:

(0,n)

(0,n)

(0,n)

P3:
(0,n)

(1,1)

(1,1)

(2,2)

(0,n)
(0,n)

(0,n)
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(0,n)

(0,n)

(0,n)
(0,n)

(0,n)
(0,n)

Fig. 1. A set of patterns describing a version of the E-R model.

Fig. 2. A structure that is an instance of the set of patterns in Figure 1.
A natural partial order relationship  can be dened on sets of patterns,
which yields a practical way to test whether a set of patterns P1 is subsumed
by another set of patterns P2, that is, whether the set of all instances of P1 is
contained in the set of all instances of P2 (in symbols Inst (P1 )  Inst (P2 )). For

instance, the set of patterns in Figure 3 subsumes (and therefore describes at
least all the structures described by) the set of patterns in Figure 1.
(0,n)

P2:

P1:
(1,n)
(0,n)
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(0,n)
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Fig. 3. A set of patterns that subsumes the set of patterns in Figure 1.
Finally, we have shown that the partial order relation  induces a lattice on
the set of sets of patterns, that is, every nite collection P of sets of patterns
has both a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound .

2.2 Models and Schemes
In the framework above, a model can be dened by a set of patterns P and by
a labeling function  that maps each element of N  E , occurring in P , to a
label. These labels corresponds to the names given to the constructs in a specic
model.
Let us consider for instance the patterns in Figure 1. If we associate the
label \Entity" to the node 4, the label \Relationship" to the node , the label
\Domain" to the node 2, the label \simple attribute" to the edge ! and the
label \multivalued attribute" to the edge !!, we dene a version of the EntityRelationship model (E-R for short) involving binary relationships on entities
which can have simple and/or multivalued attributes.
Similarly, a scheme is dened by a structure S and by a labeling function
 that maps each node and each edge of S to a label. The labels associated
with the components of a scheme correspond to names of the various concepts
represented in the scheme (e.g., persons , books and so on).
It is important to note that in our approach, the denition of scheme is
completely independent of the notion of model. Clearly, it is possible to establish
a correspondence between schemes and models: a scheme S = (S ) is allowed
in a model M = (P   ) if S 2 Inst (P ). It is easy to see that, on the basis of the
subsumption relationship, we can always verify whether a scheme S is allowed
in a model M .

2.3 Schema translations
A schema translation  is a function that operates on structures by replacing
constructs with other constructs. The behavior of a translation can be e ectively
described in our framework by a pair of patterns  = (P1 P2) (we say this is
the signature of a basic translation, as opposed to its implementation or body).
Intuitively, a translation signature represents: (1) the constructs eliminated by
 and (2) the constructs introduced by  , as e ect of its execution. For instance,
the following translation signature:
P1:
(0,n)

P2:
(0,n)

(1,n)

(0,n)

represents a translation that replaces abstracts and (optional) functions from
abstracts to lexical (e.g., an entity of the E-R model with its attributes), with
an aggregation on lexicals (e.g., a relation of the relational model). Note that,
also in this case, a translation signature is independent of a specic model. A
translation rule has the form  ], where  is a translation function and  is a
translation signature for  .
A nice property of translation signatures is that they can be used to characterize translations in terms of sets of patterns, that is, we can compute the eect
of  on a set of patterns P , denoted by (P ) (intuitively, (P ) = P;fP1gfP2 g),
such that, for each S 2 Inst (P ), it is the case that:  (S ) 2 Inst ((P )).
In our approach, a complex translation T can be obtained as a composition of
a number of predened basic translation rules: T = 11 ] : : : k k ]. These basic
translations implement the standard translations between the constructs present
in the traditional data models (e.g., from an entity of the Entity-Relationship
model to a relation of the relational model, or from a n-ary relation to a set of
binary ones) 3]. The e ect of the execution of a complex translation T on a set
of patterns P , denoted by T (P ), can be easily computed as the composition of
the e ects of the components of T .

2.4 Formal properties of schema translations
Using the results described above, we can formally verify the correctness of a
translation T from a model Ms = (Ps  s ) to a model Mt = (Pt t ), that is, the
fact that the application of T to any scheme of Ms always generates a scheme
allowed in Mt . Indeed, T is a correct translation from Ms to Mt if and only if
T (Ps )  Pt .
One of the major result in 4] is that, as a consequence of the lattice framework, given a set of models M, there is no need to specify a translation for each
pair of models in M since, for each model Mt = (Pt  t ) 2 M, it is sucient
to look a translation from P> (the least upper bound of the sets of patterns

describing the models in M) to Pt : this translation will be correct from any
model in Ms 2 M to Mt . Thus, the number of required translations is linear in
terms of the number of involved models, rather than quadratic. It could be said
that the set of patterns P> represents a supermodel containing all the possible
combination of constructs used in the various models in M.
Intuitively, a set of basic translation rules R is complete with respect to a set
of models M if it is possible to nd a correct translation T , using the rules in
R, from any pair of models in M. Another important result in 4] is that we can
test completeness by verifying the existence of translations from the supermodel
(see above) to the minimal models (the models whose description is subsumed
by the description of any other model).
We can also formally dene a natural measure of the \quality" of a translation from one model to another. Given two di erent correct translations T1
and T2 from a source model Ms = (Ps  s ) to a target model Mt = (Pt t ),
T1 is preferable than T2 if T2 (Ps)  T1 (Ps )  Pt . Intuitively, a translation
is preferable than another if the e ect of its execution is \closer" to the target
model. For instance, a translation towards a version of the E-R model with n-ary
relationships that is able to generate both binary and ternary relationships is
preferable than another translation that generates only binary relationships.
Finally, two reasonable notions of \optimization" can be dened for translations. A correct translation T from a source model Ms to a target model Mt is
minimal if there is no rule R in T such that T ; fRg is correct and preferable
to T . A correct translation T from a source model Ms to a target model Mt is
optimal if there is no other correct translation T 0 from Ms to Mt , such that T 0
is preferable to T .

3 Generating translations
On the basis of the formal results on translations, we present in this section
a number of practical algorithms for deriving correct and (possibly) optimal
translations between models. We will refer to a set of basic translations Rb , which
we assume to be predened, but we will not assume that this set is complete.
Then, the algorithm we propose can be also used to test for completeness as
described in the previous section.

3.1 Preliminaries
We will start by proposing a method for deriving reductions, that is translation
between models described by sets of patterns Ps and Pt such that Pt  Ps.4
Indeed, this is not a restrictive hypothesis since, by the results on the lattice
framework, for any pair of models M1 and M2 which are not comparable, a
translation from their least upper bound (which, by denition, subsumes both
4
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of them) to M1 (M2 ) is also a correct translation from M2 to M1 (from M1 to
M2 ).
A very general method for generating a reduction from Ps to Pt consists
in selecting rules that eliminate patterns of Ps which are not allowed in Pt .
Unfortunately, this cannot be done naively since the order in which the rule are
selected is crucial. In fact, it may happen that a rule that eliminates a certain
pattern P is selected before a rule that eliminates another pattern but, as a
side e ect, introduces P again. A monotonic reduction is one in which if it is
never the case that a pattern is eliminated in one step and introduced again
in a subsequent step. It turns out that this property can be veried locally, by
analyzing the set of rules at disposal. Given a set of rules R, the analysis needs
the construction of a graph GR , called precedence graph of R, such that the
nodes represent the rules in T and there is an edge from a rule Ri to a rule
Rj if Ri introduce a pattern which is deleted by Rj . If the graph GR does not
contain any cycle, the set R is serializable . Then, it is possible to show that a
serialization of R (that is, a translation T based on an order of the rules in R
that satises the partial order induced by GR ) is monotonic.

3.2 Reductions
The rst algorithm we propose is based on the assumption that the set of rule
of reference Rb is serializable. We will later relax this hypothesis by rening the
algorithm. This assumption is indeed very useful since we have proved in 4] that
if a set of rules R is serializable, then any serialization based on R produces the
same e ect and therefore, in this case, the order in which the rule are selected
is immaterial. It follows that the basic algorithm is quite simple.

Algorithm Reduction-set-1
Input: A pair of models Ms = (Ps  s) and Mt = (Pt  t) such that Pt  Ps
and a set of basic rules Rb .
Output: A set of rules Rout  Rb .
begin
fPart 1: search for a correct translationg
Rout :=  P := Ps
for each R 2 Rb do
if R deletes patterns in P that are not in Pt
then Rout := Rout  fRg P := P fpatterns introduced by Rg endif
until P  Pt or all the rules in Rb have been selected
if P 6 Pt then return( ) and exit
fPart 2: search for a minimal rule setg
for each rule R 2 Rout do
P 0 := the0 eect of Rout ; fRg on Ps
if P  P  Pt
then Rout := Rout ; fRg P := P 0 endif
endfor
end.

Given a pair of models Ms = (Ps t ) and Mt = (Pt t ), in the rst step the
above algorithm selects every rule of Rb whose e ect deletes patterns in Ps , which
are not in Pt . At each step, new patterns eventually introduced by selected rules
are added to Ps . At the end, if the e ect of the selected rules on Ps (we can speak
of e ect of a set of rules for the property mentioned above) is a set of patterns
subsumed by Pt, then the set Rb is not complete, the algorithm interrupted and
the empty set is returned. In the second step, a minimal translation is derived
from the set of rules selected in the rst step by deleting \redundant" rules (if
any), that is, rules whose elimination produce a preferable translation.
Now, assume that the set of rule Rb is not necessarily serializable. The algorithm can be slightly modied by assuming, in searching for a correct translation,
that the selected set of rules is serializable (and so the rst two steps of the algorithm are not modied) and then verifying, a posteriori, the serialization of
the obtained set of rules. If this set is not serializable, the algorithm is recursively executed over the set of rules Rb ; fRg, where R is one of the rules that
causes the set to be non-serializable. This is summarized in the following general
algorithm.

Algorithm Reduction-set-2
Input: A pair of models Ms = (Ps  s) and Mt = (Pt  t) such that Pt  Ps
and a set of rules Rb .
Output: A set of rules Rout  Rb.
begin
fPart 1: search for a correct translationg
fPart 2: search for a minimal rule setg
fPart 3: search for a serializable rule setg
Rc := frules in Rout involved in a cycle in GP g
while Rout is not serializable and Rc 6= do
pick a rule R from Rc 
R0out0 := Reduction-set-2(P0 s Pt Rc ; fRg)
if Rout 6= then Rout := Rout
endwhile
if Rout is not serializable then return( ) and exit
end.
Finally, the algorithm can be further rened for achieving optimality. Similarly to the second algorithm, this can be done by applying the algorithm recursively to the set of rules Rb ; fRg, where R is a rule that deletes patterns
which are indeed in the target model. The rationale under this choice is that
there could be \ner" functions which are able to replace the work done by R
and which do not require the deletion of patterns in the target model.

3.3 Model translations
According to the properties on translations between models described in Section
2, the general algorithm for deriving model translations is the following:

Algorithm Model-translation
Input: A pair of models Ms = (Ps  s) and Mt = (Pt t)
and a set of rules Rb.
Output: A correct translation from Ms to Mt .
begin
P> := the least upper bound of Ps and Pt
if Rb is serializable
then Rout := Reduction-set-1(P>  Pt Rb)
else Rout := Reduction-set-2(P> Pt Rb)
if Rout 6=
then Tout := a serialization of Rout 
return(Tout) endif
end.
3.4 Schema translations
Let S be a scheme of a certain model Ms and assume we want to translate S in
another model Mt. Also, let T be a correct and optimal translation from Ms to
Mt . Actually, before applying T to S, we can rene T adapting the translation
to the scheme, by deleting basic steps of TM that are \useless", that is, steps
operating on constructs allowed in Ms , but not used in S. This can be easily done
by comparing the constructs of S and the signatures of the basic translations
occurring in T (cf. Section 2). Then, we have the following general algorithm for
translating schemes.

Algorithm Schema-translation
Input: A scheme S = (S ) of a model Ms = (Ps s )
and a model Mt = (Pt t )
Output: A scheme Sout = (Sout  ) allowed in Mt .
begin
T := Model-translation(Ms  Mt Rb)
for each rule R occurring in T do
if R has a null eect on S
then T := T ; fRg
Sout := T (S )
return(Sout)
end.
Clearly, from a practical point of view, the translation between models are
computed once for all, at denition time, as described in the next section.

4 Implementation issues
On the basis of the theoretical results and the practical algorithms described in
the previous sections, we have designed a tool (whose architecture is reported in

Figure 4), called MDM (Multiple Data Models), for the management of multiple
models and the translation of schemes. More specically, the operations o ered
by this tool are the following:
1. The denition of a model by means of a (menu-driven) \Model Denition
Language" . This language has been designed according to a metamodel that
involves (at the moment) the following metaconstructs: lexical types, abstract types, functions, binary and n-ary aggregations and generalizations
between abstracts. The task of dening models should not be done by any
user, but rather by a specialist that we call model engineer. His work is supported by a number of menus (for choosing the appropriate type of construct
between the available metaconstructs) and forms. When a new model M is
dened, the system automatically generates a default translation from the
supermodel to M (see below).
2. The specication of a scheme belonging to a model (previously dened) by
means of a graphical \Schema Denition Language" . This language is automatically provided with the denition of a model. More specically, there
is a predened graphical language for describing schemes that is expressive
enough for any scheme allowed in the metamodel. Then, the SDL for a certain model M is obtained by tailoring this general language to the features
of M . The work of dening schemes is supported by a exible graphical
interface.
3. The request for an ad-hoc translation from a source model Ms to a target
model Mt . The translation is permanently stored and can be later applied
to any scheme belonging to Ms .
4. The request for a translation of a scheme into a specic target model . The
system satises the request by applying the default translation for the target
model, or an ad-hoc translation previously computed if one exists.
The MDM tool consists of the following main components (see Figure 4).
{ A Graphical User Interface. It allows the interaction with the system by means
of a graphical (as well as textual) language. We have used for this component Diagram Server 8, 9], a tool developed at the University of Rome \La
Sapienza" that allows the editing and the automatic layout of complex diagrams. With this tool, it is possible to customize edges and nodes. This is
very useful in our context since, using this feature, the users can also specify
their preferred diagram style. The GUI also transforms schemes and models
from their external representation (diagrams) into an internal representation (and vice versa) whose structures have been designed according to the
notions of structure and pattern, respectively.
{ A Model Manager. It takes as input data model specications done with respect to the metamodel, and store them in a Model Dictionary. The Model
Dictionary contains all the data models dened by the model engineer together with a special model, called supermodel (SM), that subsumes each
other model. The supermodel is automatically generated by the Model Manager by nding the least upper bound of the sets of patterns describing the

Model Manger

Translation
Generator

Schema Manager

Schema
Translator

Model
Dictionary

GUI
Library of
Translations

Data
Dictionary

Fig. 4. The architecture of the MDM tool.
models in the Model Dictionary (cf. Section 2). According to the results in
Section 3, this model is the model of reference for generating schema translations. The system is able to store, together with a model description, further
informations like special constraints on the application of the constructs of
the model that cannot be described with the notion of pattern.
{ A Schema Manager. Similarly to the Model Manager, this component takes
as input the specication of a new scheme S of a model M stored in the
Model Dictionary, checks whether S belongs to the model M (according
to the denition of Section 2) and, if so, stores S in a Schema Dictionary.
The Schema Dictionary is the repository of schemes and can store di erent
versions of the same scheme obtained after modications and/or translations
of the original scheme (this relationship between schemes is implemented
by means of suitable scheme identiers ). Also in this case, a number of
information can be stored together with a scheme like integrity constraints
that cannot be expressed with the scheme itself.
{ A Translation Generator. This module generates new translations between
pairs of models, on the basis of a set of predened basic translations Rb
permanently stored in the Library of Translations. More specically, it implements Algorithms Reduction-set and Model-translation described in
Section 3. The computed translations can be modied by the model engineering. All the translations generated by this module can be stored (according
to a request done by the Model Manager) in the Library of Translations (for
later use).

{ A Schema Translator. It actually executes translations of schemes, by apply-

ing the appropriate translation generated by the Translation Generator, to
a source scheme received by the Schema Manager. Thus, the module implements Algorithm Schema-translation described in Section 3. The output
scheme is returned to the Schema Manager to be stored in the Schema Dictionary or displayed through the GUI. Also in this case, the users can modify
the generated scheme.

The various components of MDM co-operate as follows.
1. When a new model M is dened, the Model Manager rst checks whether
SM subsumes M or not. In the former case, the Model Manager stores M
in the Model Dictionary and sends a request to the Translation Generator
for the generation of the default translation (a reduction in this case) from
the SM to M which will be stored in the Library of Translations. In the
latter case, the Model Manager stores M and generates a new supermodel
SM 0 that replaces SM in the Model Dictionary. Then, a request is sent to
the Translations Generator for translations from the new supermodel SM 0
to each other model stored in the Model Dictionary. Those new translations replace the old default translations in the Library of Translations. This
is indeed a quite complex task that however should not be very frequent.
Actually, this work can be avoided by permanently storing in the Model
Dictionary a predened supermodel that is the most general model we can
dene with the given metamodel. However, with this approach, the quality
of translations is surely degraded (since they are generated with respect to
a model that is, in many cases, too general).
2. When a new scheme S for a model M is dened, the Schema Manager checks
whether S is allowed in M (cf. Section 2) by matching S with the denition
of M , which is stored in the Model Manager. If the matching is successful,
the scheme can be stored in the Data Dictionary. The schemes can also be
modied (by saving the old versions if necessary) and deleted.
3. When a user submits a request for a translation of a scheme S to a model M ,
the Schema Translator loads from the Library of Translations, through the
Translation Generator, either the default translation TM for the model M
or an ad-hoc translation (if any). Then, the translation is applied according
to the algorithm described in Section 3.
During the various activities performed by the tool, some problems may
arise. First, it may happen that the metamodel is not enough expressive for
describing a new data model. However, metaconstructs and other features of the
metamodel are stored in special les accessible by the system only. This les
can be updated quite easily without modifying the code of the components of
the tool. Moreover, it can be the case that the basic translations used to build
more complex translations are not sucient for a certain translation. This can
be solved by adding new basic translations in the Library of Translations, as
well as modifying the old once. It turns out that MDM is easily adaptable and

provides a very exible framework for the development of more complex and
general environments.

5 An example of application
In this section we briey present a practical example of application of methodologies and tools described in the previous sections.
P1:
P2:
(0,n)

(0,n)
(0,n)

(0,n)

(0,n)
(0,n)

(1,n)

(1,n)

(0,n)

(1,n)

(0,n)

P1:

P1:

Fig. 5. A set of patterns describing Ms: a version of the E-R model.
We will consider two models Ms and Mt (both of them are indeed di erent
versions of the E-R model) and derive a translation from Ms to Mt. Then, this
translation will be applied to a specic schema of Ms . The model Mt is the
one described by the set of patterns in Figure 1. We recall that this model is a
version of the E-R model that involves binary relationships on entities which can
have simple and/or multivalued attributes (that is, attributes whose instances
are sets of values). The model Ms is instead described by the set of patterns
reported in Figure 5. It is possible to see that this model is a version of the E-R
model involving n-ary relationships on entities, which can have simple and/or
composite attributes (that is, attributes whose instances are sets of tuples of
values), and is-a relationships between entities. The translation from Ms to Mt
requires the following basic steps:

{ The translation of n-ary relationships in binary ones
{ The translation of is-a relations between entities in relationships on entities
(actually, other translations could be applied here)

{ The translation of composite attributes in new entities
{ The translations of functions between entities with relationships on entities
(this function is needed to eliminate a side-e ect produced by step 3 as
described in the following).
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Fig. 6. A schema for the model Ms described by the patterns in Figure 5.
Now consider the scheme of the model Ms in Figure 6. Note that this scheme
uses a notation that is slightly di erent from the notation used to describe the
model (specically, entities are represented by rectangles and relationships between entities are represented by rhombs) but this is coherent with the possibility, o ered by the tool, of customizing the diagrammatic notation for the model
constructs. The scheme represents persons and employees. The employees have
a salary and work in departments having a name. Tasks with specic goals, to
be executed within a certain date, are assigned to employees. This is represented
by means of a composite attribute of the entity Employee.
By applying the translation described above, we obtain the scheme reported
in Figure 7. Actually, the rst step does not produce any e ect on the scheme
since the relationships in original scheme are already binary (this step can be
indeed deleted before the execution of the translation as described in Section
3). The second step translates the is-a relation between the entities Person and
Employee in a relationship on them. The third step translates the composite
attribute Tasks of the entity Employee in a new entity. This step generates an
undesired side-e ect: a function from the entity Employee to the entity Tasks,
which is a construct not allowed in the target model. This construct is eliminated
in the last step by replacing it with a relationship between the involved entities.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented theoretical and practical aspects of the development of MDM: a tool for the management of di erent data models and the
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Fig. 7. The result of the application, to the scheme in Figure 6, of the translation
from the model Ms (described by the patterns in Figure 5) to the model Mt
(described by the patterns in Figure 1).

translations of schemes from one model to another. We have started by presenting a graph-theoretic framework for the description of models and schemes.
This formal framework allows us to compare di erent data models and to dene
and characterize various interesting properties of schema translations. We have
then derived general methodologies for deriving translations that satisfy those
desirable properties. On the basis of these results, we have designed architecture and functionalities of a tool that supports the desired features, showing the
feasibility of the approach and the practical impact of the formal results.
We believe that this research brings a contribution not only to the development of new generation database design tools, but also to several problems
related to cooperative activities within heterogeneous database environments.
The formal basis and the prototypical tool yield promising contexts for further
theoretical and practical investigations, on these and related issues. For instance,
it could be very interesting to extend the approach presented in this paper to behavioral models (e.g. DFD, SADT). Currently, from a theoretical point of view,
we are working on extending the results to more general cases. From a practical
point of view we are working on the development of a solid prototype of the
system by testing its capabilities in complex cases.
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